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important of
passed through Galicia and Silesia ; and most
name
Who was
the
of
Miscslav.
all, it leaves unexplained
MiScslav ? We can by no means find any person of the name
or Wallachia
at this date.
The only person
in Transylvania
of the name who figures in the whole story is Micczyslav,
of Oppcln, who was present at the Battle of Liegnitz.1
report
Surely, then, it is to this individual that " the Persian
"
must refer, and we must in this case place
Black Wallachia
or even East Galicia.
in Moldavia

Duke

462.

C. A. Macartney.

MARCO POLO
It is always an unpleasant
task for an author to have to
a reviewer, and I fully understand
to
why Mr. Moule
reply
review of vols, i
remains silent about Professor Benedetto's
ii of our Marco Polo, published
in this Journal
for 1939,
not
two
But
do
fall
628-644.
these
volumes
within
since
pp.
am
more
common
at
to
state
I
share
the
of
work,
my
liberty
has not done them justice.
that, in my opinion, Benedetto
and

In such a long review, written by a specialist on Marco Polo,
one might have expected
to find some positive
contribution
of most of the problems, but there is none.
to the elucidation
arc denounced
or translation
Minor errors of decipherment
;
such are unavoidable,
and there are, indeed, quite as many
own decipherment
of F as well as in his trans
:
lation
as, for instance, in his Italian translation
(Marco Polo,
"
text
silk
while
the
i.e.
camucca",
damask,
140),
rightly has
"
or
di
Gamut,
shagreen",
(p. 123) "polvero
lapislazzuli ",
"
of lapis lazuli",
there is no "powder"
though
powder
in Benedetto's

cases Bcnodetto might have noted in his
on
the
that,
contrary, Moule's version is quite correct.
But what ismost unfair, is to say (p. 630) that the publication
of tho Toledo MS. (our vol. ii) was not needed,
because,
forsooth, he had already made use of the late Milan copy
in the text.

In both

review

1

Dluosz,

Hist.

Pol.,

p. 070.
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of that MS., and had corrected the mistakes
of the said copy.
has given only extracts
of all, Benedetto
from the
Milan copy, and the complete text is, therefore, most welcome
First
to

scholars

; and, moreover,
complete nor always

Benedetto's

emendations

arc

I cannot now enlarge
happy.
on the discrepancies,
but shall take one line as an example.
In Benedetto's Milione,
p. 196,1. 21, of the note (corresponding
to our vol. ii, p. lxxviii, 11. 18-19), Toledo and Milan correctly

neither

has adopted prelium ; Toledo
but Benedetto
=
Milan esset, which Benedetto
but
correctly gives ffxl ( fit),
has retained ; Toledo
but Milan
correctly
gives personam,
give pluries,

has also retained.
That Benedetto
prelium, which Benedetto
own
his
most
should particularly
publication,
appreciate
valuable indeed, is only natural ; but that innate feeling ought
not to be turned into a disparaging
judgment of the efforts of
others.

P. Pelliot.
[The subject
467.

is now closed.?Ed.]

